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The adiabatic limit of a recently proposed dynamical extension of Taylor relaxation, multi-region
relaxed magnetohydrodynamics (MRxMHD) is summarized, with special attention to the appropriate
definition of relative magnetic helicity. The formalism is illustrated using a simple two-region,
sheared-magnetic-field model similar to the Hahm–Kulsrud–Taylor (HKT) rippled-boundary slab
model. In MRxMHD a linear Grad–Shafranov equation applies, even at finite ripple amplitude. The
adiabatic switching on of boundary ripple excites a shielding current sheet opposing reconnection
at a resonant surface. The perturbed magnetic field as a function of ripple amplitude is calculated
by invoking conservation of magnetic helicity in the two regions separated by the current sheet. At
low ripple amplitude “half islands” appear on each side of the current sheet, locking the rotational
transform at the resonant value. Beyond a critical amplitude these islands disappear and the
rotational transform develops a discontinuity across the current sheet.
I. INTRODUCTION
The deficiencies of ideal magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) for describing typical fusion plasmas arise from
its assumption of infinite electrical conductivity, which
implies “frozen-in” magnetic flux [1], and also its assump-
tion of zero thermal conductivity, which implies frozen-in
entropy (i.e. a thermodynamically adiabatic equation of
state applying in each fluid element). The problem with
frozen-in entropy is obvious—thermal conductivity along
magnetic field lines is in fact extremely high. The prob-
lem with frozen-in flux is that it precludes changes in
magnetic-field-line topology through such reconnection
phenomena as the growth of magnetic islands at resonant
magnetic surfaces. Such islands may be excited by break-
ing axisymmetry using external coils, as in stellarators or
tokamaks with applied resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs [2]), or through spontaneous tearing mode insta-
bility [3].
To allow for magnetic reconnection and parallel ther-
mal equilibration, while retaining the non-dissipative
character of ideal MHD, we use a multiregion relaxation
(MRx) model where complete Taylor relaxation [4] occurs
only within subregions of the plasma. These relaxation
regions are separated by a number (in principle, many)
interfaces [5], or transport barriers, that act like thin lay-
ers of ideal plasma where the ideal-MHD invariants are
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preserved, unlike the relaxation regions where the only
magnetic invariants are helicity and total fluxes. These
interfaces frustrate the total relaxation postulated in the
original Taylor model, which cannot model the peaked
current and pressure profiles sought in fusion plasma
physics.
FIG. 1. Comparison of a smooth pressure (p) profile from a
DIII-D reconstruction, using the STELLOPT code, and the
stepped p-profile used in a SPEC calculation of the corre-
sponding 3-D equilibrium. Also, plotted is the inverse rota-
tional transform ≡ safety factor q. [Reproduced with permis-
sion from Phys. Plasmas 19, 112502 (2012).]
The MRx model is much more flexible, and has been
used as the theoretical basis for the three-dimensional
(3-D) equilibrium code SPEC [6]. This has already had
success [6, Sec. IV. E ] in modeling MHD equilibria us-
ing experimental data from DIII-D tokamak shots, where
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2RMP coils were used to stochasticize the outer region of
the plasma in order to ameliorate edge-localized modes
(ELMs) [2]. Figure 1 reproduces Fig. 7 of [6], showing
the smooth pressure profile produced by a STELLOPT
[7]/VMEC [8] reconstruction to fit the DIII-D data. Also
shown is a closely approximating stepped-pressure profile
used in a SPEC calculation with multiple relaxation re-
gions and the same rippled boundary as used by VMEC.
Evident in both are wide regions around the q = 2 and
q = 3 surfaces where the pressure profile is flattened,
presumably due to the presence of field-line chaos and
islands generated by the RMP coils, as verified in the
SPEC-produced Fig. 8 of [6]. However, while VMEC can
produce adequate macroscopic fits at a specific time in
the discharge, it is based on ideal MHD so it cannot re-
solve field-line chaos and islands, and hence cannot model
the development of equilibria exhibiting field-line chaos.
The present paper presents the theoretical basis for be-
lieving that SPEC can potentially do this.
Taylor [9] postulates macroscopic relaxation to a force-
free magnetic field B as due to turbulent fluctuations
of short (microscale) wavelength, scaling as the square
root of the resistivity. Other fluctuation arguments for
ubiquity of relaxation may be advanced [10].
However, the viewpoint we adopt in this paper is that
field-line chaos (“stochasticity”) leads to relaxation by
entangling [11] the microscopic flux tubes that each carry
their own conserved magnetic helicity, combined with a
reconnection mechanism that leaves only the total mag-
netic helicity conserved, as assumed by Taylor. A related,
dynamical-systems-based, line of reasoning advanced by
Hudson et al. [6] in justification of our MRx model is that
a partition of the plasma into relaxed regions invariant
under field-line flow is the only class of ideal-MHD solu-
tion that avoids the mathematical pathologies in general
3-D geometries identified by Grad [12].
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FIG. 2. Boundaries and magnetic surfaces in a typi-
cal Hahm–Kulsrud–Taylor (HKT) rippled-boundary case (see
Sec. III B for details). The unperturbed boundaries are at
x/a = ±1. The shielding current sheet is along the y-axis,
which separates the upper and lower relaxed-MHD regions.
Note the half islands near the current sheet.
As there are typically local tangential discontinuities
across our postulated interfaces (and a discontinuity
in |B| if they support pressure differences), the inter-
faces support globally extended current sheets. On the
macroscale on which Taylor relaxation applies, these cur-
rent sheets are of zero width—their net current may be
represented by a Dirac δ function. In developing the MRx
approach we have normally assumed that such long-lived
toroidal current sheets can exist in general 3-D equilibria
only if the rotational transforms 1/q on both their inside
and outside faces are strongly irrational numbers. This
assumption is based on a Hamilton–Jacobi construction
relating the equilibrium surface currents on the two faces
combined with Kolmogorov–Arnol’d–Moser (KAM) ar-
guments [13–15]. The finite-wavelength stability of such
interfaces in general 3-D geometry has yet to be inves-
tigated. However, a criterion for ideal-MHD stability to
localized variations may be established [16] by adapting
the energy principle treatment of sharp-boundary equi-
libria in [17] to show stability when there is no point of
zero magnetic shear (no tangential discontinuity) on a
surface, suggesting jumps in rotational transform across
interfaces are favorable for stability.
Our early development of the multi-region relaxation
idea (see e.g. [6]) was based on Taylor’s minimum en-
ergy variational principle [9], which produces magnetohy-
drostatic equilibria. The generalization to a fully fledged
fluid dynamics, Multi-region Relaxed Magnetohydrody-
namics (MRxMHD) has only recently been enunciated
[18]. This new formulation is a fully dynamical, time-
dependent field theory whose self-consistency is ensured
by deriving it from an action principle rather than an
energy principle.
The resulting model is simpler and more flexible than
ideal MHD, and, we hope, is more physically applica-
ble to fusion physics due to the aforementioned prob-
lems with ideal MHD. The existence and stability con-
siderations alluded to above are within the framework
of the zero-Larmor-radius, dissipationless MRxMHD for-
malism itself. At a minimum, internal consistency of the
model justifies using MRxMHD as a regularization and
discretization of ideal MHD that is useful for numerical
purposes. However, to argue that MRxMHD provides a
reasonable physical model in a specific physical context
we need to go beyond its formal framework to consider
several questions:
Q1. Is there a microscopic mechanism for volume relax-
ation to occur on a reasonably short timescale?
Q2. Is there a mechanism for macroscopic current sheets
to form on a similar timescale?
Q3. Are such current sheets robust enough to act
as the transport-barrier interfaces postulated in
MRxMHD?
Q4. Is there experimental evidence that might help an-
swer these questions?
Current interest in modeling RMP penetration using
MHD equilibrium codes [19–23] makes it interesting to
explore whether dynamical MRxMHD can be used to
3model the development of shielding current sheets on ini-
tially resonant rational surfaces as the perturbations are
switched on.
In this paper, as well as developing the MRxMHD
formalism for boundary-driven time-dependent pertur-
bations, we illustrate it by considering the excitation of
a single resonant current sheet (to model perhaps the
q = 2 or 3 surface in Fig. 1) by slowly ramping up the
amplitude of a sinusoidal rippling of the boundary in a
very simple geometry, namely the Hahm–Kulsrud–Taylor
(HKT) rippled-boundary slab model [24] illustrated in
Fig. 2. We address the above questions as plausibly as
we are able in this exploratory stage of determining the
domain of applicability of the dynamical MRxMHD ap-
proach.
The much studied HKT model provides a macroscopic
geometry that is computationally simple and has a con-
tinuous symmetry in the z direction, thus making the
B-line dynamics macroscopically integrable (i.e. it has
good flux surfaces everywhere). However, we assume, as
in DIII-D [2] (addressing Q1 by appealing to Q4), there
are other RMPs simultaneously present that have little
effect on the chosen RMP other than the crucial role
of providing the microscopic field-line chaos required to
justify invoking Taylor relaxation. We assume the only
MRxMHD interface is a current sheet forming at the res-
onant surface x = 0, thus dividing the plasma into two
equal-pressure relaxation regions, and address Q2 by cit-
ing the work of Huang et al. [25] who show that current
sheets can form rapidly even in the presence of field-line
chaos. Even if relaxation applies physically only near
x = 0, little is lost by assuming relaxation throughout
each plasma subregion, as, in regions with constant equi-
librium pressure, adiabatic relaxed MHD agrees with lin-
earized ideal-marginal [26] MHD away from resonances
[27, 28]. On the other hand, near the resonant current
sheet we find the linear response is weak and nonlinear
terms become important, so relaxed MHD is certainly
more appropriate than linear ideal MHD [29, 30] and ar-
guably more appropriate than fully nonlinear ideal MHD
[31].
While the concept of time is implicit in the present pa-
per, we assume the switching on of boundary ripple to be
adiabatic, i.e. to be sufficiently slow that the system can
be considered to evolve through a continuous sequence of
steady states. It is our aim to add a quasi-dynamical di-
mension to the static, equilibrium calculations of Loizu,
Hudson et al., [21, 22] so as to address the physical ac-
cessibility of the equilibria with current sheets and dis-
continuous rotational transform they calculated. This
work is also complementary to the ideal-MHD HKT sim-
ulation study of Zhou et al. [31], who demonstrate the
formation of a nonlinear ideal current sheet using a varia-
tional integrator in Lagrangian labeling that enforces the
frozen-in-flux condition exactly.
By definition, on resonant surfaces q is necessarily ra-
tional, but the continuous symmetry of the HKT model
gets around the above-mentioned KAM existence ar-
gument against rational interface q values because the
characteristics of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation are inte-
grable in this case. Furthermore we shall find that, above
a small threshold amplitude of the RMP, a discontinuity
in q develops across the interface, making q on either side
no longer resonant. It has also been shown [32, 33] that
an interface located exactly at a rational surface sup-
presses the associated tearing mode, essentially because
the ideal-MHD invariants within the interface suppress
reconnection.
However, in a real plasma, current sheets are neither
zero width, nor perfectly conducting—at long times we
might expect [24] tearing instability to lead physically
to island formation through internal reconnection within
the current sheet. If this were so, the answer to Q3 would
not be as positive as we would like, as it would reduce the
timescale on which MRxMHD applies. But the situation
may be rescued by appeal to Q4—in the RMP experi-
ments on DIII-D [2] there is a strong toroidal flow, and
the RMPs have nonzero toroidal mode number. Thus
we may invoke the flow-suppression of reconnection dis-
covered by Parker and Dewar [34] in HKT geometry to
argue that it is not physically unrealistic to assume the
interface current sheet to be robust on a long timescale.
In Sec. II we summarize the general MRxMHD for-
malism as presented in [18]. In addition we discuss the
correct relative helicity to use in MRxMHD. We also ex-
plain why we can ignore explicit consideration of flow
in analyzing the RMP switch-on problem in the HKT
model geometry, despite having invoked flow suppression
of reconnection above.
The HKT model [24] is developed in Sec. III, where it is
shown that MRxMHD leads to a linear Grad–Shafranov
equation describing the magnetic field for ripple of ar-
bitrary amplitude. In the HKT model there is reflec-
tion symmetry about the resonant current sheet inter-
face, which, in Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, we take to
be located on the plane x = 0. Due to the assumed re-
flection symmetry, |B| is continuous across x = 0 so only
tangential discontinuities in B can arise.
In Sec. IV we establish the general formalism for cal-
culating solutions of the Beltrami equation in the Grad–
Shafranov represention, including, in Sec. IV D, a Fourier
decomposition of Beltrami fields into plane waves. In V
we give general expressions in Grad–Shafranov represen-
tation for the magnetic energy, the vector potential and
the magnetic helicity.
These formal developments are used to compute the
spatially evanescent plasma response to boundary ripple,
determining the Fourier coefficients from the boundary
conditions, flux and helicity constraints. It is this in-
ternal disturbance that resonates at the x = 0 magnetic
surface to excite the shielding-current-sheet states, which
are explored numerically in VI over ranges of initial mag-
netic shear, ripple amplitude, and poloidal mode num-
ber. In Sec. VI A studies are performed using amplitudes
small enough to need only the lowest spatial harmonic in
the Fourier expansion, as in [24]. Scalings with respect
4to initial magnetic shear and amplitude are determined
empirically. It is found that the excited current sheet
consists both of a ky 6= 0 ripple response and a net aver-
age ky = 0 current. For amplitudes above the threshold
value at which the net average current (quadratic in am-
plitude) begins to dominate the ripple currrent (linear in
amplitude), a jump in rotational transform occurs across
the current sheet.
In Sec. VI B further studies at higher amplitude are
performed by including more terms in the Fourier sums,
so as to maintain a sinusoidal boundary ripple. This al-
lows investigation of the dependence on poloidal mode
number, m, of the threshold amplitude for rotational
transform discontinuity. It is found that the threshold
is highest at lowest m, presumably because the exponen-
tial screening of the sheet current ripple is lowest in this
case.
Conclusions are given and directions for further work
are indicated in Sec. VII, followed by Appendix A show-
ing why loop integrals
∮
dl·A on interfaces must be
included as MRxMHD constraint invariants, and Ap-
pendix B illustrating why the simple
∫
A·B dV form of
the magnetic helicity (i.e. with no vacuum helicity sub-
tracted) is the correct helicity constraint invariant to
use in MRxMHD under the constraint derived in Ap-
pendix A.
An electronic Supplement [Supp] is provided online. It
provides further detail on deriving those equations be-
low flagged by a citation to the Supplement. Also in the
Supplement is Appendix C, giving a derivation of the
Grad–Shafranov form of the Beltrami equation, alterna-
tive to that given in Sec. III B, by deriving it directly
from the Woltjer–Taylor variational principle of extrem-
izing magnetic energy subject to the constraint of con-
stant magnetic helicity.
II. THE DYNAMICAL MRXMHD MODEL
In [18] the equations for MRxMHD were derived as
Euler–Lagrange equations from a Lagrangian
L =
∑
i
Li −
∫
Ωv
B·B
2µ0
dV , (1)
where the volume integration
∫
dV in the last term is
over a vacuum region Ωv, with B denoting magnetic field
and µ0 the permeability of free space. (However in the
HKT model there is no vacuum region, so we do not
need this term in the present paper.) The sum
∑
i is
over Lagrangians Li given by
Li =
∫
Ωi
LMHDdV + τi(Si − Si0) + µi (Ki −Ki0) . (2)
Here Ωi denotes a plasma relaxation region and LMHD is
the standard MHD Lagrangian density [35, 36], ρv2/2−
p/(γ − 1) − B2/(2µ0), with ρ denoting mass density, p
the plasma pressure, and γ the ratio of specific heats.
As in ideal MHD, in MRxMHD mass is conserved mi-
croscopically (i.e. in each fluid element dV ) by constrain-
ing it holonomically [35, 36] to the strain field of La-
grangian fluid element displacements.
However, instead of using ideal-MHD holonomic La-
grangian constraints on p and B to conserve entropy and
flux microscopically we treat them as Eulerian fields. The
constraint ∇·B = 0 is enforced by using the representa-
tion B ≡ ∇×A, regarding the vector potential A as an
independently variable field, which is constrained only
by conservation of total magnetic helicity 2µ0Ki in each
macroscopic subregion Ωi, and conservation of loop in-
tegrals
∮
dl·A on the boundaries ∂Ωi (see Appendix A).
Likewise p is constrained only by conservation of total
subregion entropies Si. These nonholonomic constraints
of constant Ki and Si are then enforced through La-
grange multipliers µi(t) and τi(t), respectively.
The entropy Si, given in [18], is a functional of ρ and
p but its specific form will not be needed in this paper.
However the magnetic helicity constraint functional,
Ki ≡
∫
Ωi
A·B
2µ0
dV , (3)
will play a critical role in our analysis of adiabatic re-
sponse to ripple switch on. After the Euler–Lagrange
equation from variation of A is derived and solved at
each time, µi is chosen so as to satisfy the helicity con-
straint Ki −Ki0 = 0 (the subtracted constant Ki0 being
the initial value of Ki). As the problem we address in
this paper involves time-dependent geometric changes in
the boundaries we discuss below the constraints on the
gauge of A required for Ki to be truly invariant under
such boundary changes, an issue not resolved in [18].
We assume the plasma in each relaxation region is en-
tirely enclosed by its boundary (the no-gap condition
[37]), implying the tangentiality condition
ni·B = 0 on ∂Ωi , (4)
where ∂Ωi denotes the boundary of region Ωi and ni is
the unit normal at each point on ∂Ωi.
This boundary condition is intimately connected with
the question of invariance or otherwise of Ki with respect
to gauge changes A 7→ A + ∇χ, which is equivalent
to asking whether the volume integral
∫
Ωi
∇·(Bχ) dV
vanishes or not. Using Gauss’ theorem and Eq. (4)
reduces this volume integral to a sum, over all topo-
logically distinct cross sections Sl, of surface integrals∫
Sl
JχKl nl·B dS, where JχKl denotes the discontinuity
(jump) in χ across Sl.
Thus Ki is invariant under variations in χ if this gauge
potential is single valued, that is if JχKl = 0 over the ν
cross sections Sl, where the genus ν is the number of
topologically distinct directions in Ωi [18]. (The genus in
our annular tori Ω± is 2, corresponding to the toroidal
and poloidal directions.)
However, single-valued gauge potentials do not exhaust
the topologically allowed possibilities: consider trans-
formations of the form A 7→ A + ∇χlHi, where the
5ν non-single-valued functions χlHi are harmonic func-
tions (i.e. solutions of Laplace’s equation in Ωi). The
jumps (periods)
q
χlHi
y
l
are constant over each Sl, so∫
Sl
q
χlHi
y
l
nl·B dS =
q
χlHi
y
l
Φl, where Φl is the mag-
netic flux through Sl. Thus Ki would not be gauge in-
variant with respect to such transformations. However,
such transformations during the evolution of the plasma
are ruled out by requiring constancy of loop integrals∮
dl·A on the boundaries (the no-gaps condition, see Ap-
pendix A), because allowing
q
χlHi
y
l
6= 0 would change
one or more of these loop integrals on ∂Ωi.
Most of the loop integrals
∮
dl·A can be related to the
invariant fluxes Φl within the plasma, but there remains
the problem that the magnetic helicities Eq. (3), while
invariant because of the no-gaps condition, are still not
uniquely defined because of the initial gauge freedom
arising from the unknown vacuum poloidal flux threading
the toroidal vacuum-plasma interface. There are histori-
cally two distinct approaches to fixing this problem, one
based on subtracting off products of line integrals
∮
dl·A
on boundaries [9, 27, 38] and the other based on sub-
tracting off corresponding vacuum helicities [39–41] to
form relative helicities.
Both methods involve magnetic fluxes (though repre-
sented in different ways) and are both appropriate for
fixed -boundary problems. However the present prob-
lem involves varying boundaries and it is not clear that
the vacuum helicity is invariant in such cases (see Ap-
pendix B), casting doubt on the utility of the relative he-
licity concept. This quandary is resolved in Appendix A
in favor of making invariance of boundary loop integrals∮
dl·A a fundamental postulate of (no-gaps) MRxMHD
but working with the new relative helicity used in [18],
Ki −Ki0, which is relative to the initial helicity rather
than to the vacuum helicity.
Variation of A (holding µi fixed) in Hamilton’s Action
Principle, δS ≡ δ∫Ldt = 0, gives a Beltrami equation,
∇×B = µiB (5)
in each subregion Ωi, to be solved under the tangentiality
boundary condition Eq. (4) on ∂Ωi.
The action principle also gives the fluid equations
within each Ωi by varying p and the fluid positions ξ un-
der the microscopic mass conservation constraint, which
in Eulerian form is
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇·(ρv) . (6)
These variations give the compressible Euler fluid equa-
tions for the mass velocity v,
ρ
(
∂v
∂t
+ v·∇v
)
= −∇p , (7)
and pressure p = τiρ [18].
Because of the force-free nature of the magnetic field
implied by Eq. (5), there is no Lorentz force term
in Eq. (7)—the plasma flow and magnetic field couple
only at the interfaces. This peculiarity of dynamical
MRxMHD makes the HKT geometry particularly attrac-
tive: in this geometry the deforming plasma boundaries
are externally forced and the interface between the two
mirror-image plasma regions is plane, thus allowing us
to ignore flow in the subsequent analysis of our simple
illustrative case.
In more general geometries the requirement that sound
waves not be excited also sets the slow timescale on which
an adiabatic analysis is appropriate. Suffice it to say here
that the plasma response to boundary ripple becomes
incompressible in the very low frequency limit [33], so ρ
and p are constant in space (and also time if the volumes
of Ωi are kept constant during ripple switch on).
Variation of fluid positions at the interface ∂Ωi,j ≡
∂Ωi ∩ ∂Ωj gives the force-balance condition across the
current sheet on this boundarys
p+
B2
2µ0
{
i,j
= 0 , (8)
the brackets J·Ki,j denoting the jump in a quantity as the
observation point crosses the interface from the Ωi side
of to the Ωj side.
However, due to the reflection symmetry about x = 0
assumed in our simple HKT-like model, illustrated in
Fig. 2, the interface between the upper and lower re-
laxation regions (which we denote by Ω+ and Ω−, re-
spectively) continues to be located on the x = 0 plane
throughout the switching on of the RMP. Also, B2
remains an even function of x and hence continuous
(though not necessarily differentiable) across the inter-
face, and also JpK = 0. Thus Eq. (8) is trivially satisfied
in this paper.
III. HKT-BELTRAMI SLAB MODEL
A. Unperturbed pseudo-toroidal equilibrium
In this subsection we limit attention to the initial, un-
perturbed state of a slab plasma, before boundary rip-
ple is switched on. Then all magnetic field lines can
be assumed to lie in parallel planar magnetic surfaces
x = const.
To relate slab geometry, as best we can, to that of a
toroidal confinement device such as a tokamak, we as-
sume the system to be topologically periodic in y and
z, with periodic boundary condition lengths Lpol = 2pia
and Ltor = 2piR, respectively. Here R is the nominal ma-
jor radius of the device and a is a representative radial
scale length, typically less than the mean minor radius
of an actual plasma. The y and z periodic variables are
then linearly related to the 2pi-periodic poloidal angle θ
and toroidal angle ζ of a toroidal magnetic coordinate
system,
θ =
y
a
, ζ =
z
R
. (9)
6An unperturbed equilibrium field line passing through
the point θ = θ0, ζ = 0, on surface x = x0 is then
described by the line in θ, ζ space
θ = θ0 + ι-(x0)ζ, ζ =
z
R
, (10)
where ι-(x0) [≡ 1/q(x0), where q is the unperturbed
“safety factor”] is the rotational transform on the flux
surface. From Eq. (9), the line Eq. (10) is given in x, y
space as
y = aθ0 + ι-(x)
az
R
, (11)
so that the general infinitesimal line element along a field
line on an arbitrary surface x = const is
dl ≡ dyey + dzez
=
[
ι-(x)
a
R
ey + ez
]
dz ,
(12)
by Eq. (11), with unit basis vectors ey ≡ ∇y and ez ≡
∇z. Thus the equilibrium magnetic field is parallel to
ι-(x)aey +Rez, so we may write
B = B(x)
ι-(x)aey +Rez√
ι-(x)2a2 +R2
= B(x)
aey + q(x)Rez√
a2 + q(x)2R2
.
(13)
Thus By/Bz = ι-a/R and Bz/By = qR/a, giving the
well-known expressions
ι-(x) =
RBy(x)
aBz(x)
, q(x) =
aBz(x)
RBy(x)
. (14)
Assuming an equilibrium with a sheared magnetic
field, only an isolated magnetic surface(s) x = xres
will resonate with a wavelike perturbation with poloidal
mode number m such that
ky ≡ m(2pi/Lpol) = m/a (15)
and toroidal mode number n [kz ≡ −n(2pi/Ltor) =
−n/R] [42] when the phase fronts coincide with field
lines. That is, when k · B = 0, which, using Eq. (13),
is the condition ι- (xres)m− n = 0, or
ι- (xres) =
n
m
, q (xres) =
m
n
. (16)
In the HKT model [24] xres = 0 and the boundary
ripple is applied only in the poloidal direction, so n =
0, kz = 0, and ky = m/a [43]. As |q (xres) | = ∞ we
henceforth use only ι-(x) to characterize the pitch of the
equilibrium field.
We depart from [24] in taking both unperturbed and
perturbed magnetic fields to obey Eq. (5), though the
Lagrange multiplier µ must change slightly with increas-
ing ripple amplitude in order to satisfy the constant-
magnetic-helicity constraint. (However µ will be the
same in both Ω+ and Ω− due to the assumed symme-
try about x = 0.) Denoting the unperturbed value of µ
by µ0 (not to be confused with the vacuum permeability
µ0) we find the unperturbed solution of Eq. (5),
B(0)(x) = B0(sinµ0x ey + cosµ0x ez) , (17)
where B0 is a constant. Using Eq. (14) we find the rota-
tional transform in the unperturbed state,
ι-(x) =
R
a
tanµ0x . (18)
B. Grad–Shafranov (GS) representation
We follow Hahm and Kulsrud [24] in using a flux-
function representation for the full, perturbed magnetic
field, defining ψ(x, y) such that
B = F (ψ) ez + ez×∇ψ (19)
where F (ψ) is Bz expressed as a function of ψ.
Note that Eq. (19) implies that B·∇ψ ≡ 0, i.e. B
is everywhere tangential to level surfaces ψ = const, so
that ψ has the property of being a label for magnetic
surfaces. Figure 2 shows rippled magnetic surfaces given
by constructing representative contours of ψ(x, y) after
m = 2 [see Eq. (15)] sinusoidal boundary ripple of am-
plitude α = 0.21 [see Eq. (49)] has been switched on,
starting from the “tokamak-relevant” case (µ0a = 0.2)
shown below in Fig. 4.
Note that ψ is not unique, because it can be changed
by a constant amount without changing the observable
ez×∇ψ, the poloidal magnetic field. Such a baseline shift
also changes the functional form of F to retain the invari-
ance of the observable Bz, the toroidal magnetic field.
To remove this arbitrariness we set the baseline for ψ
by fixing it on both boundaries x = ±xbdy(y) to be the
constant value ψ = ψa: in the HKT model we assume
ψ(x, y) to be even in x and to increase away from x = 0,
as |y| increases, up to ψa. Though ψ(x, y) is continuous
across the current sheet at x = 0, its derivative ∂yψ is
in general discontinuous there, so it is sometimes con-
venient to consider ψ(x, y) as defined on two Riemann
sheets intersecting along the cut at x = 0.
Note that Eq. (19) implies
∇×B = ∇2ψ ez − F ′(ψ) ez×∇ψ (20)
so that, crossing Eq. (20) with Eq. (19) ,
(∇×B)×B = −(∇2ψ + FF ′)∇ψ . (21)
For force-free fields, such as those described by Eq. (5),
the left-hand side of Eq. (21) vanishes, leaving us with
the equation
∇2ψ + FF ′ = 0 , (22)
7which is the Grad–Shafranov (GS) equation in slab ge-
ometry in the special case p′ = 0. As will be shown
below, this is a linear equation and reduces, in the limit
µa → 0, to the Laplace equation assumed in [24]. The
GS representation of Beltrami solutions is also useful in
axisymmetric toroidal geometry [44].
Substituting Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) in Eq. (5) we get
two equations defining a Beltrami field in the GS repre-
sentation,
∇2ψ = µF (23)
and
F ′(ψ) = −µ , (24)
which are consistent with the GS equation, Eq. (22).
Equations (22–24) are also derived variationally from
first principles in [Supp]:Appendix C by minimizing mag-
netic energy at constant helicity.
Integrating Eq. (24) gives
F (ψ) = C − µψ (25)
where C is a spatial constant, though it is not invariant
under application of ripple. Also, as the left-hand side
of Eq. (25), F = Bz, is a physical observable, C must
counterbalance the arbitrary baseline constant included
in ψ.
In the following we find it useful to define the area-
weighted average of an arbitrary function f over a surface
of section across the upper relaxation region Ω+ as
f ≡ 〈f〉 ≡ 1
A+
∫ 2pia
0
dy
∫ xbdy(y)
0
dx f(x, y) , (26)
where A+ is the cross-sectional area over one topological
periodicity length,
A+ ≡
∫ 2pia
0
dy
∫ xbdy(y)
0
dx = 2pia 〈xbdy〉 , (27)
the total cross-sectional area across the whole plasma be-
ing A ≡ A+ + A− = 2A+. (In general two-relaxation-
region problems we would need to define separate aver-
aging operators 〈f〉± in Ω+ and Ω−, but the reflection
symmetry assumed in the HKT model means these aver-
ages are equal for even parity functions and the negative
of each other for odd parity functions.) Note we have in-
troduced two equivalent averaging notations, 〈· · ·〉 being
a useful alternative to · · · for lengthy expressions.
To decompose C into an invariant part and a geomet-
rically dependent part we average Eq. (25) over a surface
of section of Ω+, as in Eq. (26), to give
C = F + µψ , (28)
using which Eq. (25) becomes
F = F − µψ˜ , (29)
where
ψ˜ ≡ ψ − ψ (30)
is the deviation from the mean poloidal flux ψ. Deter-
mination of the non-invariant quantity ψ (and hence C)
will be discussed in Sec. IV B.
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FIG. 3. Unperturbed (plane boundary) profiles in the RFP-
relevant case µ0a = 1.4. (a) Toroidal field Bz = F =
B0 cosµ0x. (b) Rotational transform ι-. c) Toroidal flux
Φ. (d) Poloidal flux Ψ. Parameters and units are such that
a = Ba = 1, R = a cotµ0a.
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FIG. 4. Unperturbed (plane boundary) profiles in the
tokamak-relevant case µ0a = 0.2. (a) Toroidal field Bz =
F = B0 cosµ0x. (b) Rotational transform ι-. c) Toroidal flux
Φ(0)(ψ(0)(x)). (d) Poloidal flux Ψ. Parameters and units are
as in Fig. 3, the choices of µ0 in the two figures being discussed
in Sec. III D.
8C. Fluxes
The poloidal flux Ψ(ψ) between the current sheet,
where ψ = ψcut, and a magnetic surface ψ = ψs is the
surface integral of the flux density ey · ez×∇ψ = ∂xψ
over an area in any plane y = const bounded by the cur-
rent sheet x = 0, the magnetic surface labeled by ψs, and
the lines z = const and z = const + 2piR,
Ψ±(ψs) ≡
∫ 2piR
0
dz
∫ x±(ψs|y)
0
∂ψ
∂x
dx = 2pi(ψ − ψcut)R ,
(31)
where x = x±(ψs|y) denotes the upper (+) or lower (−)
branch of the solution to the equation ψ(x, y) = ψs, for
given y. (Where y is arbitrary for magnetic surfaces out-
side half islands such as are seen in Fig. 2, but, for defin-
ing the “private flux” within such an island, y must ob-
viously be restricted to lie within the island.) The linear
relation between the poloidal flux Ψ and the function
ψ justifies the terminology poloidal flux function for the
latter.
The fact that Ψ(ψ(x, y)) is an even function of x in
the HKT model is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for the
unperturbed case Eq. (17) (in which special case there is
no current sheet, so Ψ is differentiable at x = 0).
Assuming here the magnetic surface spans the full
poloidal periodicity length 2pia (i.e. it is not in a half
island) we also define the toroidal flux Φ(ψ) as a mag-
netic surface quantity by integrating the toroidal mag-
netic field Bz = F (ψ) over one period in y between the
resonant surface x = 0 and the given magnetic surface
x = x±(ψs|y) in Ω±,
Φ±(ψs) ≡
∫ 2pia
0
dy
∫ x±(ψs|y)
0
F (ψs) dx . (32)
[Note that Φ+(ψs) = −Φ−(ψs) so Φ(ψ(x, y)) is an odd
function of x, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.] We gen-
eralize the “safety factor” q, defined for the unperturbed
field in Eq. (14), as q(ψ) ≡ dΦ/dΨ, which, in the GS
representation Eq. (19), can be written
q±(ψs) = ±F (ψs)
2piR
∮
pol
dl
|∇ψ| (33)
where dl ≡ (dx2 + dy2)1/2 is an element of length along
a contour ψ = ψs running between y = 0 and y = 2pia.
This general definition applies equally to the perturbed
and unperturbed system.
However, as mentioned in Sec III, it is more convenient
to work with the reciprocal of q, the rotational transform,
ι-±(ψ) =
dΨ±
dΦ±
. (34)
As illustrated for the unperturbed case in Figs. 3 and 4,
ι- is an odd function of x. In this special case it is con-
tinuous at x = 0, but for large enough ripple amplitude
we shall find that it may be discontinuous there.
Dotting both sides of Eq. (19) with ez and integrating
over one wavelength of the cross section, we thus find our
first invariant Φtor ≡ Φ+(ψa) − Φ−(ψa) = 2Φ+(ψa), the
total toroidal flux, to be
Φtor = AF . (35)
The toroidal flux and magnetic helicity contained be-
tween the everywhere perfectly conducting boundaries
x = ±xbdy(y) are conserved throughout, from switch on
to reconnection. Also, to avoid the external work re-
quired to change the mean toroidal field F and pressure
p we assume the rippling of the walls is done in such way
as to preserve area,
A = A0 = 4pia
2 , (36)
which from Eq. (27) is ensured by requiring
〈xbdy(y)〉 = a , (37)
making the adiabatic plasma response incompressible
[33].
With area thus conserved, toroidal flux conservation is
equivalent to invariance of F , which also applies sepa-
rately in both upper and lower relaxation regions due to
the assumed reflection symmetry. Thus in both regions
the toroidal flux conservation condition is equivalent to
the constraint
F − F 0 = 0 (38)
during switch-on of the boundary ripple perturbation,
where F 0 denotes the unperturbed value of the mean
toroidal field, which is calculated below.
D. Unperturbed state in GS representation
From Eq. (17) the unperturbed toroidal magnetic field
is F0(x) ≡ B0 cosµ0x. Thus
F 0 = B0 〈cosµ0x〉0 , (39)
where
〈cosµ0x〉0 =
1
a
∫ a
0
dx cosµ0x
=
sinµ0a
µ0a
∼ 1− µ
2
0a
2
6
+O
(
(µ0a)
4
)
.
(40)
Note the interesting fact that F 0 has zeros at
µ0a = pin (41)
for integer n 6= 0, corresponding to extreme reversed-field
states. However we shall not consider such large values
of µ0a in this paper.
9For use later in this paper it will be found useful to
define U, the plane-slab unit-vector solution of Eq. (5)
with general µ,
U(x|µ) ≡ sinµx ey + cosµx ez . (42)
In terms of U, the unperturbed field B(0)(x), given above
by Eq. (17), can be represented as B0U(x|µ0).
In the GS representation, U can be represented by
ψU(x|µ) ≡ 1
µ
(1− cosµx) = 2
µ
sin2
µx
2
, (43a)
FU(x|µ) ≡ cosµx = 1− µψU . (43b)
Setting ψ(0)(x) = B0ψU(x|µ0), F0(ψ(0)) = B0FU(x|µ0)
in Eq. (19) verifies that B(0)(x) = B0U(x|µ0). Note that
we have chosen the arbitrary constant in the sheared-field
flux function to be such that ψU = 0 on the y-axis. Note
also the useful identity
ψ′2U + µ
2ψ2U = 2µψU , (44)
where ψ′U ≡ ∂ψU/∂x.
For devices such as the reversed-field pinch (RFP),
µ0a is O(1) [9]. Such a case, close to the value pi/2
where the toroidal field changes sign at the boundary,
is plotted above in Fig. 3. However this RFP-like ex-
ample is not strongly relevant to devices like tokamaks
and stellarators. For these devices B is dominated by
the toroidal magnetic field Bz = F (ψ), which can be
modeled in MRxMHD by taking µ0a  1. Although
large, Bz is then approximately constant, the interest-
ing physics being in the behavior of the poloidal field
By = ∂xψ. Thus, rather than specifying B0 directly, we
find it more convenient to specify the boundary poloidal
field, Ba = ψ
′
a ≡ B0ψ′U(a|µ0). Using Eq. (43a) B0 is then
given by
B0 =
Ba
sinµ0a
, (45)
which diverges in the limit µ0a→ 0.
We denote the boundary value of the poloidal flux func-
tion by ψa ≡ B0ψU(a|µ0). Using Eqs. (43a) and 45, this
is given by [Supp]
ψa =
Ba
µ0
tan
µ0a
2
, (46)
which approaches 1
2
aBa as µ0a→ 0.
To develop a tokamak-relevant set of parameters, we
set the unperturbed boundary rotational transforms to
be ι-(0) = ±1 at x = ±a. Then Eq. (18) gives a/R =
tanµ0a ≈ µ0a. For our standard tokamak-relevant refer-
ence case we take µ0a = 1/5, a/R = tanµ0a ≈ 0.2027,
giving the aspect ratio R/a ≈ 5 as shown earlier in Fig. 4.
IV. RIPPLED STATES IN GS
REPRESENTATION
A. Rippled boundary conditions
The perfectly-conducting boundary walls are then de-
formed (rippled) by switching on, over a time short com-
pared with the reconnection timescale for the result-
ing long-lived current sheet, wavelike perturbations with
(fundamental) poloidal wave number ky. Reflection sym-
metry of both walls and plasma about the y-axis is as-
sumed, so ψ remains an even function of x.
From Eq. (42), U(0) = ez so the resonance condition
k·B = 0 (see Sec. IV D) is satisfied at x = 0, i.e. along the
y-axis, where a shielding current sheet of full width 2pia
initially forms to prevent island formation. This current
sheet cuts Ω into two disjoint subdomains, Ω+, between
x = 0 and upper boundary x = xbdy(y), and Ω−, between
x = 0 and the lower boundary x = −xbdy(y).
We shall find the fully shielded state, immediately af-
ter the boundary perturbation is switched on, by assum-
ing Taylor relaxation occurs independently in Ω± [a spe-
cial case of the Multi-Region Relaxed MHD (MRxMHD)
problem [6]], so the perturbed initial magnetic fields in
Ω±, before reconnection of the shielding current sets in,
are found by solving Eq. (5) under the boundary and
other conditions discussed below.
On an equilibrium current sheet it can be shown [14,
Appendix A] that the normal component of B must van-
ish. In terms of the representation Eq. (19), ψ is thus
constant on both sides of the current sheet. Also ψ must
be continuous across the current sheet.
By definition, in the fully shielded state no poloidal
flux has yet been reconnected through x = 0. Also, no
poloidal flux can escape through the perfectly conducting
walls. Thus the current sheet boundary condition ψ =
ψcut at x = 0 applies, with ψcut fixed at its unperturbed
value, which we have chosen to be
ψcut ≡ 0 . (47)
On the rippled walls the flux function remains ψ = ψa to
conserve poloidal flux. Likewise toroidal flux is trapped
between the walls and current sheet, consistently with
Eq. (38).
We consider two methods for defining the boundary
waveform function xbdy(y):
Bdy-1. The indirect implicit boundary method [45] where
we specify the boundary conditions on ψ
ψ(±a, y)− 〈ψ(±a, y)〉 = 2αψa cos kyy . (48)
The factor ψa, defined in Eq. (46), is introduced
in Eq. (48) to make the ripple amplitude param-
eter α dimensionless, the factor 2 being to make
α the same as in Ref. 45 in the limit µ0a→ 0.
The function xbdy(y) is then defined by the
contour ψ = ψa : x = xbdy(y|α), with
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ψ constructed so as to enforce Eq. (47), the
area/toroidal flux conservation equation Eq. (36),
and the magnetic helicity constraintKi−Ki0 = 0.
The domain Ω = Ω−∪Ω+ is now completely spec-
ified, its complete boundary ∂Ω being the union
of the two external boundaries x = ±xbdy(y) and
the internal boundary formed by the cut along
the y-axis. Note that we do not linearize with
respect to α so xbdy(y) is not an exact sinusoid
in this method.
Bdy-2. The direct explicit boundary method, as used in
Fig. 2, where we prescribe xbdy to be exactly si-
nusoidal,
xbdy(y) = a(1− α cos kyy) . (49)
The advantage of method Bdy-1 is that it allows a simple
closed-form solution of the perturbed Beltrami equation
similar to the type found by Hahm and Kulsrud [24].
The disadvantage is that xbdy(y) becomes highly non-
sinusoidal at quite moderate ripple amplitudes α and the
method breaks down as α increases further.
Method Bdy-2, on the other hand, can treat large rip-
ple amplitudes, as evidenced for instance in Fig. 2. Its
disadvantage is that ψ must be expanded in an infinite
series of higher harmonics if Eq. (49) is to be satisfied
exactly [see Eq. (64)]. However, in practice a good ap-
proximation can be found with a reasonable number of
expansion functions. For small α the two methods are
equivalent.
B. GS equation boundary conditions
In the present application of the GS formulation our
simple boundary condition on the current sheet, Eq. (47)
allows us to identify C immediately as F (0), the toroidal
magnetic field on the current sheet at x = 0. However,
for α 6= 0, F (0) is not known a priori but must be deter-
mined along with ψ in the solution procedure.
Unlike F (0), F is a known constant, from Eq. (38).
Also ψ˜ is independent of the arbitrary constant in ψ and
is thus a better flux variable to work with. Like ψ it
must be constant on the boundaries and current sheets,
obeying the boundary conditions
ψ˜ (xbdy(y), y) = ψa − ψ , ∀ y (50a)
ψ˜(0, y) = ψcut − ψ , (50b)
Unlike ψ, neither of these boundary values is known
a priori. Instead ψ(α) needs to be determined, along
with µ, under the Taylor relaxation constraints and the
constraint implied by Eq. (30),〈
ψ˜
〉
≡ 0 . (51)
Substituting Eq. (29) in Eq. (23) gives a linear GS
equation in the form of an inhomogeneous Helmholtz
equation,
(∇2 + µ2)ψ˜ = µF . (52)
Averaging both sides of Eq. (52) and using Eq. (51) we
find
〈
∇2ψ˜
〉
= µF with〈
∇2ψ˜
〉
= − 1
A+
∫
∂Ω+
n·∇ψ˜ dl , (53)
where the right-hand side is found by applying Gauss’
theorem, with dl = (dx2 + dy2)1/2 an element of length
along two contours, the upper wall x = xbdy(y) and the
upper side of the current sheet x = 0 between y = −pia
and y = pia, n being the inward directed unit normal at
each point on ∂Ω+.
Noting from Eq. (43a) that (∇2 + µ2)ψU = µ, solving
Eq. (52) can be reduced to the solution of a homogeneous
equation using the ansatz
ψ˜(x, y) = FψU(x|µ) + ψ̂(x, y) . (54)
where ψ̂ obeys the homogeneous Helmholtz equation
(∇2 + µ2)ψ̂ = 0 (55)
under the boundary and averaging conditions following
from Eqs. (50a - 51)
ψ̂(xbdy(y), y) = ψa − ψ − FψU(xbdy(y)|µ) ∀ y , (56a)
ψ̂(0, y) = ψcut − ψ ∀ y ∈ cuts , (56b)〈
ψ̂
〉
= −F 〈ψU〉 . (56c)
The parameter 〈ψU〉 is a functional of the boundary
shape, which may or may not be known a priori depend-
ing on whether we use method Bdy-1 or Bdy-2. The
unknown parameters to be solved for are µ, ψ, and coef-
ficients of terms in the ansatz for ψ̂(x, y) to be discussed
in Sec. IV D.
C. Unperturbed state: include only ky = 0
In this section we calculate expressions for initial (un-
perturbed) states before ripple is switched on. The
unperturbed state is defined by α = 0, with only x-
dependent magnetic field B(0)(x) = B0U(x|µ0), where
U is given by Eq. (42). The corresponding flux function
is
ψ0(x) ≡ ψ(0)(x) ≡ B0ψU(x, µ0) , (57)
where ψU is defined in Eq. (43a).
Applying the averaging operator defined in Eq. (26),
with unperturbed boundary, we find [Supp]
ψ0 =
B0
µ0
(1− 〈cosµ0x〉0) (58)
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where 〈cosµ0x〉0 is defined in Eq. (40). Hence, in
Eq. (30),
ψ˜0(x) ≡ B0ψU(x|µ0)− ψ0
=
B0
µ0
(
sinµ0a
µ0a
− cosµ0x
)
=
aB0
2
[(
x2
a2
− 1
3
)
µ0a+O
(
µ30
)]
.
(59)
The decomposition Eq. (54), ψ˜0(x) = F 0ψU(x, µ0) +
ψ̂0(x), implies
ψ̂0(x) ≡ ψ˜0(x)− F 0ψU(x, µ0)
=
F 0 −B0
µ0
cosµ0x
=
B0
µ0
(
sinµ0a
µ0a
− 1
)
cosµ0x ,
(60)
which is in the kernel of ∇2 +µ2 as required by Eq. (55).
D. Rippled state: include ky 6= 0 terms
Here we generalize the Hahm–Kulsrud [24] solutions by
expanding in a basis of plane-wave Beltrami solutions—a
ky = 0 solutionBU(x|µ), withB and µ to be determined,
and “ripple” solutions that are periodic in the y direction
and exponential in the x direction.
The general solution of the Beltrami equation Eq. (5)
is a superposition of divergence-free plane wave solutions
with wave vector k′ = ±k′xex ± k′yey such that k′2 = µ2.
To satisfy 2pia topological periodicity in the y direction
we introduce the poloidal mode number, m′ = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
such that k′y ≡ m′/a. Thus Eq. (5) implies
k′2x ≡ µ2 − k′2y = µ2 −
m′2
a2
. (61)
The y-independent solutions considered in the previous
section correspond to m′ = 0, giving k′x = ±µ. Ripple
solutions of Hahm–Kulsrud type require imaginary k′x, so
we consider only the case |µ| < k′y and set k′x = ±iκm(µ),
where
κm′(µ) = (k
′2
y − µ2)1/2 ≡
(
m′2
a2
− µ2
)1/2
. (62)
In the above, m′ is the fundamental poloidal mode
number m of the imposed ripple or a harmonic, m′ = lm,
where l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. We denote the fundamental ripple
wavelength by
λm =
2pia
m
. (63)
The requirement∇·B = 0 is ensured by using the F,ψ
representation Eq. (19), the most general 2pia-periodic
solution of Eq. (55), analytic on the halfplane x > 0,
being
ψ̂+(x, y) = c0 cosµx+
∞∑
l=1
clm cos
lmy
a
coshκlmx
+ d0 sinµx+
∞∑
l=1
dlm cos
lmy
a
sinhκlmx .
(64)
with the corresponding solution ψ̂−(x, y) on the halfplane
x < 0 being given by the symmetry condition ψ̂−(x, y) =
ψ̂+(|x|, y).
Our generalized Hahm–Kulsrud-type solutions are su-
perpositions of the form Eq. (54), ψ = ψ+FψU+ψ̂ on the
cut x, y-plane, with the branch ψ̂ = ψ̂± being chosen ac-
cording as x ≷ 0 and the constants {c}, {d}, ψ, ψcut and
µ being chosen as described qualitatively in Secs. IV A.
Method Bdy-1 uses only l = 0 and l = 1 while Method
Bdy-2 in principle uses l = 0, . . . ,∞.
V. ENERGY AND HELICITY IN GS
REPRESENTATION
A. Relative magnetic energy density
Rather than use the total magnetic energy W =∫
Ω
B2/2µ0 dV we find it neater to define W, the average
energy per unit volume, multiplied by µ0. That is, W
is defined as
〈
B2
〉
/2, which we henceforth refer to sim-
ply as the energy density, there being no thermal energy,
as we have taken p = 0, and kinetic energy being neg-
ligible in adiabatic processes. Although we defined the
averaging operation in Eq. (26) to be over Ω+, the same
results apply in Ω− due the assumed symmetry and the
fact that the energy (and helicity—see below) densities
are even functions of x.
In GS representation Eq. (19), and using Eq. (29), the
energy density is given by
W = 1
2
〈
F 2 + |∇ψ|2〉
=
F
2
2
+WΣ ,
(65)
where we have defined WΣ, the energy density in the
internally generated (i.e. non-vacuum) field, as, using
integration by parts, [Supp]
WΣ = 1
2
〈
|∇ψ˜|2 + µ2ψ˜2
〉
=
1
2
(ψa − ψ)µF + ψa − ψcut
2aλm
J+ + µ
2
〈
ψ˜2
〉
,
(66)
the ripple wavelength λm being defined by Eq. (63). In
the above manipulations we have used Eqs 30–53 and
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the boundary conditions Eqs. 50a and 50b and have de-
noted the line integrals on the top/bottom surface of the
current sheet cut over one ripple wavelength by J±,
J± ≡ ±
∫ λm/2
−λm/2
ψ˜x(0±, y) dy (67)
where ψ˜x(x, y) ≡ ∂xψ˜(x, y). Taking into account the
symmetry about the y-axis we have J− = J+.
To discover the physical meaning of J± note that the
strength of a sheet current is j∗ =
r
n+·∇ψ˜
z
/µ0, where
n+ is the unit normal at each point on the upper surface
of the current sheet and J·K denotes the jump in this
normal direction. In our case the current sheet is at x = 0
and n+ = ex, so
j∗(y) =
1
µ0
[ψ˜x(0+, y)− ψ˜x(0−, y)] . (68)
Integrating Eq. (68) along the current sheet we see that
the total current per ripple period in the current sheet is
J/µ0 where J ≡ J+ + J− = 2J+.
Using Eq. (59) in Eq. (66) we find the unperturbed
internal magnetic energy,
WΣ0 = B
2
0
2
[
1− 〈cosµ0x〉02
]
∼ B
2
a
6
[1 +O(a2µ20)] ,
(69)
The latter form being found by using Eq. (40), eliminat-
ing B0 using Eq. (45), and expanding in µ0a.
From Eq. (65) we see that, in the “tokamak-relevant”
small-µ0a limit (see Sec. III D),W/WΣ0 is dominated by
the large vacuum toroidal field energy term F
2
/2WΣ0,
which, from Eq. (45), is seen to diverge like 1/µ20a
2 in this
limit. However F is invariant under application of rip-
ple because of our constant-volume constraint Eq. (36).
Thus it is more instructive to work with the relative en-
ergy density,
∆W =WΣ −WΣ0 ≡ ∆WΣ , (70)
where the vacuum toroidal field energy has cancelled out.
B. Relative magnetic helicity
It is readily verified, by calculating B = ∇×A and
comparing with Eq. (19), that
A = −ψez + 1
µ
ez×∇ψ˜ (71)
is a vector potential satisfying the requirement (see Ap-
pendix A) of invariance of the loop integrals
∮
pol
dl·A =
2piaψcut and
∮
tor
dl·A = 2piRψcut on the current sheet
(topologically a torus).
By eliminating the linear term in ψ from Eq. (71) using
Eq. (25), an alternative form,
A =
B− Cez
µ
(72)
is found that will be useful below for relating energy and
helicity.
By analogy with W in Sec. V A we define the average
helicity density K ≡ 〈A·B〉 /2 and the relative helicity
density ∆K ≡ 〈A·B〉/2 − 〈A·B〉0/2, so that, compar-
ing with Eq. (3) the helicity constraint Ki −Ki0 = 0 is
equivalent to
∆K = 0 . (73)
From Eq. (72), then Eq. (65) and ez·B = F , and elim-
inating C with Eq. (28), we find the general expression
[Supp]
K ≡ 〈A·B〉
2
=
WΣ
µ
− ψ F
2
,
(74)
expressing a linear relation between helicity and energy.
The importance of the constant offset in this relation.
arising in general from a surface term,
∫
∂Ω
A×B·n dS, in
discussing minimum energy states was originally pointed
out by Reiman [46, 47]. Below we use this result to obtain
the analytical version for K that is used in the numerical
studies presented in Sec. VI. As K = K0 after the un-
knowns are solved for numerically, Eq. (74) is used again
to calculate the numerical value of WΣ.
The unperturbed helicity density K is simply a special
case of Eq. (74). Subtracting it from K and using the
invariance of F and Eq. (66) gives
∆K = −(ψ − ψ0)F +
ψa − ψcut
2aµλm
J+
+ µ
〈
ψ˜2
〉
− µ0
〈
ψ˜20
〉
.
(75)
VI. SHIELDED RMP SOLUTIONS
To explore the properties of this model quantitatively
we find Beltrami solutions satisfying rippled bound-
ary conditions, appropriate to the methods discussed in
Sec. IV A, and the boundary conditions Eqs. (56b–56c)
on the current sheet. To provide a complete set of equa-
tions to solve numerically we also impose helicity conser-
vation, Eq. (73). As Eq. (37) conserves cross-sectional
area, toroidal flux conservation is equivalent to the con-
servation of F , which is thus still given by Eq. (39).
A. HKT-like rippled boundary condition
In this subsection we use the method Bdy-1 to specify
the rippled boundaries. Units such that 2pi/ky = a = 1
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FIG. 5. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of [µ(α, µ0) −
µ0]/(µ0α
2) vs. µ0 for selected values of α in the range [0, 0.05].
The coincidence of the curves shows the α-dependence has
been scaled out to high accuracy.
have been used, as well as the choice λ ≡ 2pi/ky = a.
In this subsection we also assume Lpol = a, so m = 1,
but in the standard convention used elsewhere in this
paper, Lpol = 2pia, this would be equivalent to taking
m = 2pi ≈ 6.
The analog of the Hahm–Kulsrud solution with a
shielding current sheet on the resonant surface x = 0
(denoted in [24] by subscript I, here denoted by subscript
“sh”), is the special case of Eq. (64)
ψ̂sh(x, y) ≡ 2αψa
sinh(κma)
(
| sinhκmx| cos kyy
+ γS
κm
µ
| sinµx|
)
− ψ cosµx ,
(76)
where, from Eq. (62), κm(µ) = (m
2/a2 − µ2)1/2, where
µ = µsh(α, µ0), is to be determined. Comparing with
Eq. (64), we have set c1 and all l > 1 coefficients to
zero, but have kept all other l = 0 and l = 1 terms. The
coefficient d1 = 2αψa/ sinh(κma) has been chosen so that
ψ(a, y) automatically satisfies Eq. (48), the parameter α
setting the ripple amplitude. Also the coefficient c0 = −ψ
has been chosen so that ψ(0, y) automatically satisfies
Eq. (56b), with the poloidal flux conservation condition
Eq. (47).
FIG. 6. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of [ψ(α, µ0) −
ψ(0, µ0)]/α
2 (in units such that Ba = 1) vs. µ0 for selected
values of α in the range [0, 0.05]. (In these plots the verti-
cal ordering of α in the legends is the same as that for the
corresponding curves, shown online by color.)
By analogy with Eq. (13) of Ref. 45, in our expression
for ψ̂sh above we have renormalized the amplitude d0 of
the sinµx term by setting d0 = 2αψaγSκm/µ sinh(κma),
FIG. 7. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of ∆WΣ(α, µ0)/α2 vs.
µ0 for selected values of α in the range [0, 0.05].
FIG. 8. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of γS(α, µ0)/α vs. µ0
for selected values of α in the range [0, 0.05].
the dimensionless parameter γS adding a constant term
to the sheet current on the x-axis—from Eq. (76), the
jump in ∂xψ˜ in the expression, Eq. (68), for the sheet
current j∗ is given byr
∂xψ̂sh
z
≡ 4αψaκm
sinhκma
(cos kyy + γS) , (77)
so that the total-current parameter J , defined below
Eq. (68), becomes
J =
4αψaκmλm
sinhκma
γS . (78)
The boundary function xshbdy(y|α) is determined from
Eq. (56a), the three parameters µ = µsh(α, µ0), ψ =
ψsh(α, µ0), and γS = γ
sh
S (α, µ0) being determined by
solving the 3 simultaneous equations Eq. (37), Eq. (51)
and Eq. (73), with K given by Eq. (75). The average en-
ergy density can then be found from Eq. (66) or Eq. (74).
Numerical results showing the µ0a-dependence of µ,
ψ, WΣ, and γS in the case ky = 2pi/a, also used in
Ref. 45, in units such that a = 1, Ba = 1 [see Eq. (45)],
are given in Figs. 5–9. The fact that the scaled curves
for different values of α are almost identical show that
the small-amplitude scalings µ − 1 ∝ α2, ψ − ψ0 ∝ α2,
WΣ − WΣ0 ∝ α2, and γS ∝ α are a good approxima-
tion for the range α < 0.05 depicted (becoming exact
in the limit α → 0). For µ0a < 1 the plotted quanti-
ties are approximately constant with respect to µ0, but
vary more rapidly above this range as µ0a approaches
the value pi/2 ≈ 1.57 at which B(0)z = B0 cosµ0x reverses
sign at x = ±a [cf. Fig. 3(a).].
Quite apart from demonstrating a mathematical scal-
ing law, the physics shown in Fig. 7 is worthy of remark
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because of the sign of ∆WΣ and its reversal at large val-
ues of µ0a. First note from Eq. (70) that ∆WΣ and ∆W
are equal, so the negative values of ∆WΣ at small-to-
moderate µ0a means the total magnetic field energy in
the plasma decreases as ripple is imposed. That is, the
plasma does work on the boundary. It is tempting to
interpret this as implying that a slab plasma confined by
MRxMHD interface current sheets at the vacuum-plasma
boundaries would be unstable toward spontaneous rip-
pling.
However, this conclusion would be unwarranted as the
total energy includes not only the O(α2) wave energy in
the m 6= 0 ripple, but also small, O(α2), nonlinear correc-
tions to the energy in the m = 0 background state. The
sign of such a background energy correction is dependent
on the precise nature of the rippling process as it could
easily be changed by allowing an O(α2) change in the
cross-sectional area A, rather than arbitrarily imposing
its constancy through through the constraint Eq. (36).
Furthermore, proper stability analysis of a free-boundary
MRxMHD plasma [33, 48] must include the change in the
vacuum energy outside the plasma. Such issues will be
discussed further elsewhere.
FIG. 9. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of γS(α, µ0)/α vs.
α for selected values of µ0a within the restricted range [0, 1],
showing γS/α is approximately constant with respect to both
variables in these ranges.
FIG. 10. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Plots of the jump in the
gradient of ψ, Eq. (77), vs. y/λ for µ0 = 1.4/a and selected
small values of α, showing the occurrence of current-density
reversal for the two smallest values.
The linear α-dependence of the dimensionless param-
eter γS, shown more explicitly in Fig. 9, is particularly
interesting, in the light of Eq. (77), as it means the m = 0
response J scales as α2, i.e. it is nonlinear. Thus, for
small-enough values of α, the m = 0 response (the term
in γS) is dominated by the linear response (the term in
cos kyy). In this case the singular current density re-
verses sign over a range of y. However, as shown in
Fig. 10, above the very small threshold value, αthr, at
which γS = 1, the m = 0 nonlinear response becomes
increasingly dominant and the sheet current becomes of
constant sign. (Both figures use the same parameters,
a = λ1 = 1, as the previous plots.)
FIG. 11. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Level surfaces of ψ (mag-
netic surfaces) in the case µ0 = 1.4/a, α = 0.003 < αthr,
showing pairs of a small islands separated by the reversed-
current section of the current sheet along the x-axis shown in
Fig. 10.
FIG. 12. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1: Level surfaces of ψ in the
case µ0 = 1.4/a, α = 0.005 > αthr, for which Fig. 10 shows
there is no current reversal and hence no magnetic islands.
As the poloidal field at the current sheet is proportional
to the current-sheet strength, Eq. (68), such a transition
has a profound effect on the topology of the magnetic
surfaces close to the current sheet, as illustrated in Figs.
5 and 6 of Ref. 45 and Figs 11 and 12 of the present
paper. It is seen that small islands form near the current
sheet in the current-reversal case α < αthr [49], causing
the contour ψ = ψcut = 0 to trifurcate into upper and
lower magnetic surfaces x = x±ψ (y|ψcut) and the resonant
surface x = 0. In this case the toroidal flux function Φ,
Eq. (32), jumps at x = 0 by the amount of “private”
toroidal flux in the islands, as shown in Fig. 13. For
α > αthr, Φ(x0) is continuous at x0.
In Fig. 14 the rotational transform, Eq. (34), is plotted,
vs. flux surface label. In this plot the amplitude param-
eter α = 0.005, a value just above where current reversal
ceases and the half-islands disappear (cf. Fig. 10). In
this case the positive current in the sheet causes the ro-
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FIG. 13. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1, taking R = a: Toroidal
flux vs. the magnetic surface label x0, the x-value where a
ψ-contour crosses the x-axis, in the case µ0 = 1.4/a, α =
0.003 < αthr. The dashed curve is for the unperturbed case
α = 0.
-4 -2 2 4 �����
-0.002
-0.001
0.001
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FIG. 14. Bdy-1, λ = a = m = 1, taking R = a: Rotational
transform vs. x0 in the case µ0 = 1.4/a, α = 0.005 > αthr (see
text). The dashed curve is for the unperturbed case α = 0.
tational transform to change from the unperturbed res-
onant value ι- = 0 at x = 0, jumping from a negative
to a positive value across the current sheet. For smaller
values of α the half-islands remove the discontinuity in ι-.
This is because |∇ψ| = 0 at the current reversal points,
so, from Eq. (33), q diverges as x0 → 0, locking ι- to
zero at x0 = 0. However, the logarithmic nature of the
singularity means this approach to zero manifests itself
only at extremely small x0, so the slope of ι-(x0) at the
origin is so high that the plots for lower α look, to the
eye, qualitatively the same as in Fig. 14 even at the very
fine resolution in x0 used in this figure.
B. Sinusoidal rippled boundary condition
In Fig. 15 we compare boundaries generated by method
Bdy-1, described in Sec. IV A, with the corresponding si-
nusoidal boundaries defined by Eq. (49). For case (a),
small amplitude ripple, method Bdy-1 produces a bound-
ary indistinguishable from the target sinusoid, but for
(a)
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FIG. 15. Panels (a) and (b) show boundaries generated by
method Bdy-1 (blue online) for ripple amplitudes α = 0.03
and 0.2, respectively. For comparison, corresponding sinu-
soidal boundaries (dashed, orange online), as used in method
Bdy-2, are also shown. In both panels, m = 2, aµ0 = 0.2.
(a)
-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 �/λ
-0.004-0.002
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FIG. 16. Percentage waveform errors using Bdy-2 to fit the
prescribed sinusoidal boundary in case m = 2, aµ0 = 0.2:
(a) at small amplitude, α = 0.03; (b) at larger amplitude,
α = 0.21.
larger amplitude, case (b), strong second harmonic error
is clear to the eye.
In Fig. 16 we plot the difference between the pure sinu-
soid defined by Eq. (49) and boundaries generated by the
Bdy-2 method, (a) for small-amplitude ripple, α = 0.03,
and (b) for larger ripple, α = 0.21. The l-sum in Eq. (64)
was truncated after l = 3 (hence the dominantly l = 4 er-
ror) but even at α = 0.21 the percentage waveform error
of 1.5% is tolerable for graphical work.
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FIG. 17. Bdy-2, λ = 2pia/2: Plots of the jump in the gradient
of ψ, Eq. (77), vs. y/λ for m = 2, µ0a = 0.2, and the set of
amplitudes α given in the text, showing the occurrence of
current-density reversal for all amplitudes in the set.
Figures 17–19 plot the jump in the gradient of
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FIG. 18. Bdy-2, λ = 2pia/3: Plots of the jump in the gradient
of ψ, Eq. (77), vs. y/λ for m = 3, µ0a = 0.2, and amplitudes
given in the text, showing the occurrence of current-density
reversal for all but the highest amplitude.
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FIG. 19. Bdy-2, λ = 2pia/4: Plots of the jump in the gradient
of ψ, Eq. (77), vs. y/λ for m = 4, µ0a = 0.2 and amplitudes
given in the text, showing the occurrence of current-density
reversal only for the lowest amplitude.
ψ, Eq. (77), in the tokamak-relevant case µ0a =
0.2, described after Eq. (46). The seven curves in
each plot are for the set of amplitude values α =
0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, whose corresponding
vertical-axis intersections run from bottom to top (color
online). The three figures are for three values of ripple
wave number m. The figures reveal the dramatic effect
of m on the phenomenon, illustrated in Figs. 10–14, of
the locking of rotational transform at the resonant value
by half-island formation at small enough α, transition-
ing beyond a threshold value of α to the removal of the
resonance by the formation of a discontinuity in the ro-
tational transform profile at the current sheet interface.
The plots show there is qualitative transition in the ro-
tational transform profile from strong resonance locking
for m ≤ 3 to no resonant locking, except at very small
ripple amplitude, for m ≥ 4. (This is consistent with
the m ≈ 6 results in Sec. VI A, where resonance locking
occurred only for extremely small α.)
We interpret the stronger resonance locking at smaller
m as due to the greater penetration of the ripple per-
turbation from the boundary [x = xbdy(y)] to the in-
terface [x = 0] at longer wavelengths. This is a lin-
ear, O(α), effect and can easily be seen from the factor
1/ sinhκma ∼ exp(−κma) in Eq. (77) and the scaling
γS ∝ α, evident from Fig. 9, showing γS can be ignored
at linear order. On the other hand, it appears the O(α2)
d.c. response from the γS term is not so affected by the
exponential decay of exp(−κma) and begins to dominate
the linear response at larger m.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have used numerical calculations to
give an exploratory overview of a geometrically simple
application of dynamical MRxMHD in the adiabatic ap-
proximation, as well as expanding on the general formu-
lation in [18] regarding the fundamental question of the
appropriate definition for magnetic helicity in MRxMHD.
Our calculations have confirmed the physical accessi-
bility of the static, equilibrium solutions for RMP reso-
nant states found by Loizu, Hudson et al., [21, 22], es-
tablishing the existence of a threshold RMP amplitude at
which rotational-transform jumps across the resonantly
excited current sheets occur. Having established this the-
oretical basis, the real test will be comparison with exper-
iment, for instance revisiting the DIII-D reconstruction
of RMP equilibria described in [6, Sec. IV. E ], but using
SPEC with appropriate entropy and magnetic helicity
constraints.
While numerical calculations are a good way to explore
the implications of a theory without being tied to par-
ticular parameter ranges, for a complete understanding
they need to be complemented by analytical work in ap-
propriate asymptotic regimes. In particular, the simple
α scalings found empirically in this paper give confidence
that an amplitude expansion could give an adequate un-
derstanding of RMP screening dynamics. Such an ex-
pansion procedure will be presented elsewhere.
Another important area of research for which the HKT
model is an ideal testbed for MRxMHD are investiga-
tions of reconnection mechanisms giving rise to the tran-
sition between perturbed states, fully shielded by the res-
onantly excited current sheet, to states with fully devel-
oped resonant islands. As this involves transfer of mass,
entropy and magnetic flux between MRxMHD regions it
is related to the field of helicity injection [39–41], whose
study would require lifting the no-gaps restriction used
in this paper.
APPENDICES
Appendix A: Magnetic helicity conservation with
moving boundaries
In this Appendix we establish that the gauge constraint
on A of conservation of surface loop integrals, mentioned
in Sec. II, ensures time-independence of magnetic helic-
ity in an ideal plasma region Ωt, with boundary ∂Ωt de-
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pendent on time t. As the guiding principle in formu-
lating MRxMHD is to invoke only constraints that are
also appropriate in ideal MHD, this ideal constraint on
A is inherited as one of the foundational postulates of
MRxMHD.
We need only the no-gaps tangential boundary condi-
tion Eq. (4) and the ideal Ohm’s Law
E = −v×B , (A1)
which, using Maxwell’s equations, gives the equations of
motion for B and A,
∂B
∂t
=∇×(v×B) , (A2)
and
∂A
∂t
= v×B−∇ϕ , (A3)
where A is a single-valued vector field and ϕ is a scalar
potential, not assumed to be single-valued at this point.
Dotting both sides of Eq. (A3) with v and B we find two
differential equations for ϕ,
v·∇ϕ = −v·∂A
∂t
, (A4)
and
B·∇ϕ = −B·∂A
∂t
. (A5)
Differentiating Eq. (3) and using the above assump-
tions we find [Supp] the time derivative of the magnetic
helicity functional K
2µ0
dK
dt
=
∫
∂Ω
A·Bn·v dS
+
∫
Ω
[
∂A
∂t
·B+A·∂B
∂t
]
dV
=
ν∑
l=1
∫
Sl
n·B JϕK dS
(A6)
It is thus seen that a sufficient condition for invariance
of K is that JϕK ≡ 0, i.e. that ϕ be single valued every-
where.
We now test if single-valuedness is possible without
contradicting Galilean invariance and, if so, what restric-
tions it places on the gauge of A. We assume the plasma
is evolving under Eq. (A2) with a prescribed velocity field
v from an initially integrable state with smoothly nested
magnetic surfaces, which assumption will be hold for a
finite time by the frozen-in flux argument [1].
Consider first the Galilean invariance problem of a sta-
tionary state in the LAB frame as viewed from a moving
frame, so the origin of the LAB frame appears to be mov-
ing with constant velocity v0, hence v = v0 + vL, where
subscripts L denote LAB frame fields viewed in the mov-
ing frame, and ∂t in LAB frame maps to Dt ≡ ∂t+v0·∇
in the frame of the observer. For example, Eq. (A2) be-
comes
DtBL =∇×(vL×BL) , (A7)
On the other hand, substituting v = v0 +vL in Eq. (A2)
we find
DtB =∇×(vL×B) . (A8)
Comparing Eq. (A7) and Eq. (A8) we see that B = BL,
verifying Galilean invariance of B in “pre-Maxwell” ideal
MHD. (A Lorentz-invariant generalization of helicity has
also recently been developed [50].)
Assuming DtAL = 0 and ϕL single valued, the LAB
frame version of Eq. (A3) becomes
∇ϕL = vL×BL , (A9)
It is easily seen from the LAB version of Eq. (A5) that
ϕL must be constant on each magnetic surface, so, from
the LAB version of Eq. (A4), vL is, like B, a tangential
field on each magnetic surface.
Substituting v = v0 + vL in Eq. (A3) and using
Eq. (A9) we find
∇(ϕ− ϕL − v0·A) = −DtA . (A10)
Taking line integrals of both sides on the magnetic sur-
faces around topologically distinct loops Cl, moving at
the LAB frame velocity v0 and cutting the correspond-
ing surfaces of section Sl, we have∮
Cl
dl·∇(ϕ− ϕL − v0·A) = −
∮
Cl
dl·DtA . (A11)
Assuming single-valuedness of ϕ (the other terms in the
LHS integrand also being single-valued) the loop integrals
on the LHS vanish. As the contours Cl are stationary in
the LAB frame we can commute Dt outside the integral
on the RHS to find
d
dt
∮
Cl
dl·A = 0 . (A12)
Thus the loop integrals of A on magnetic surfaces are
time-invariant in all frames, which is consistent with
Galilean invariance of A: ∇×A = ∇×AL is solved by
A = AL +∇χ, where χ is an arbitrary but single-valued
gauge potential. This confirms that single-valuedness of
ϕ is consistent with Galilean invariance of K for systems
that are stationary in the LAB frame.
We now consider systems that are not stationary in
any frame, i.e. v is an arbitrary function of time
and space, advecting the magnetic surfaces. Can we
show that single-valuedness of ϕ always implies time-
invariance of
∮
Cl
dl·A around magnetic surfaces (partic-
ularly the plasma boundary) even for loops not enclosing
the plasma? If so, this is the boundary condition consis-
tent with conservation of K.
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We begin with the advective [51] form of Eq. (A3) [cf.
e.g. eq. (1b) of [36]].
dA
dt
= (∇A)·v −∇ϕ
= −(∇v)·A−∇(ϕ− v·A) ,
(A13)
where d/dt ≡ ∂t + v·∇. We also need the advection of a
line element dl = r(r0 +dl0, t)−r(r0, t) = dl0·∇0r(r0, t),
where dl0 is an infinitesimal displacement in the initial
position r0 of a fluid element some time before the present
d
dt
dl = v(r(r0 + dl0, t))− v(r(r0, t))
= dl0·∇0r(r0, t)∇v(r, t))
= dl·∇v ,
(A14)
Then
d
dt
∮
Cl
dl·A =
∮
Cl
[(
d
dt
dl
)
·A+ dl·dA
dt
]
=
∮
Cl
{dl·(∇v)·A
−dl· [(∇v)·A+∇(ϕ− v·A)]}
= 0
(A15)
if and only if ϕ is single valued, which is also the condition
for K to be time-invariant, so the full helicity constraint
condition in Ωi is conservation of Ki and constancy of∮
dl·A around all topologically distinct loops on each dis-
joint component of the boundary ∂Ωi.
Note an additional loop integral constraint: If Ωi and
Ωj are neighboring regions, the corresponding loop inte-
grals
∮
± dl·A on the two sides± of the common boundary
Ωi,j are constrained to be equal because finiteness of B
requires there be vanishing magnetic flux trapped within
the common interface.
Appendix B: Vacuum Helicity
In this Appendix we illustrate the fact that vacuum
helicity is not geometrically invariant by showing it is not
invariant even in slab geometry (if poloidal vacuum field
is included). This shows that the Finn–Antonsen [41]
form of the magnetic helicity (equivalent to the Jensen–
Chu [39] relative helicity when there are no gaps in the
perfectly conducting boundaries) is not appropriate in
MRxMHD.
Following [32] we define the harmonic (vacuum) com-
ponent BH of a Beltrami field B in an annular toroid
as the curl-free (µ = 0) component carrying the toroidal
and poloidal fluxes. Specifically, consider Ω+, for which
the toroidal (z-directed) flux is 2pia2F [F being constant
when µ = 0, from Eq. (24)] and the poloidal (y-directed)
flux is, from Eq. (31), 2piψaR. Then
BH = F ez + ez×∇ψH (B1)
where the general form of ψH(x, y) such that ∇2ψ = 0
and ψH(0, y) = 0 is [cf. Eq. (64) with µ = 0],
ψH(x, y) = dH0 |x|+
∞∑
l=1
dHlm cos
lmy
a
sinh
∣∣∣∣ lmxa
∣∣∣∣ . (B2)
with the corresponding vector potential [cf. Eq. (71)]
AH = −ψHez + ez×∇
(
1
2
Fx2
)
. (B3)
The coefficients dH are to be chosen so that the Dirichlet
boundary condition
ψH(xbdy(y), y) = ψa ∀ y (B4)
is satisfied, in order to conserve poloidal flux.
Then we define the vacuum helicity [39–41] analo-
gously to Ki, Eq. (3), as [Supp]
KH+ ≡
∫
Ω+
AH·BH
2µ0
dV
=
∫
Ω+
[−FψH + (∇ 1
2
Fx2
) ·∇ψH)]
2µ0
dV .
(B5)
Integration by parts then gives [Supp]
KH+ =
∫
Ω+
[−FψH + F∂x(xψH)]
2µ0
dV
=
F
2µ0
[
−2
∫
Ω+
ψH dV + 2pia2ψa
]
,
(B6)
using the area constraint Eq. (37).
The term 2pia2ψa is invariant under changes in xbdy(y).
However, there appears no reason for the integral∫
Ω+
ψH dV , evaluated from Eq. (B2) as [Supp]∫
Ω+
ψH dV =
∫ pia
−pia
dy
[
1
2
dH0 x
2
bdy(y)
+
∞∑
l=1
dHlm cos
(
lmy
a
)(
cosh
∣∣∣∣ lmxbdy(y)a
∣∣∣∣− 1)] ,
(B7)
to be invariant in general. As the vacuum helicity
Eq. (B6) includes this integral we conclude that KH+ is
not in general invariant and therefore not suitable for
defining a relative helicity that is conserved under defor-
mations in boundary shape.
Appendix C: Scalar Variational Principle
For a variational approach to deriving the Grad–
Shafranov form of the Beltrami equation see the online
Supplement [Supp].
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See online supplementary material [Supp] (provided as
an ancillary file in this arXiv version) for further details
relevant to this paper: more detailed derivations and Ap-
pendix C.
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